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In this Franklin Classic Storybook, our hero discovers a hideaway --- perfect for a secret club --- but

there's only room for four members. Soon Franklin becomes so busy with his Secret Club that he

forgets about his other friends. When Beaver starts her own club, Franklin learns how it feels to be

left out.
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My toddler is absolutely in love with the Franklin books. They are beautifully illustrated and they are

the perfect length for a bedtime reading. You can stop and discuss these stories with the young kid

and relate them to real life behavior and they are a great teaching tool.

This entire Franklin series is fun. My kid had lots of fun hearing all the lovely stories from me. Also,

each story teaches nice things. Everything in these books is just what I would want in a story book

for my kid. Just the right amount of text, matched with lovely pictures, and a meaningful theme.

Franklin is every young child's friend. They can instantly connect with the young turtle's sense of

adventure and enjoy watching him work through familiar problems and solve them in his own way.

All of them have been authored by Paulette Bourgeois and illustrated by Brenda Clark. They



obviously made a wonderful team, since they have sold over 60 millions copies in over 30

languages. The stories are engaging and the pictures delightful. I love these books!!!

Franklin's Secret Club is a good book for people that like Franklin.It is about a club but Franklin

hears about a different club. But that is all I will tell. Oh I forgot this is a geat book for character

counts! Franklin said no to beaver about his club so beaver said no to him. Well thats all.

This book is an exciting and educational book typical of the franklin series. Franklin's secret club

teaches children the value of including everyone and the benefit of having everyones different

ideas. Colourful large pictures and interesting events make the lesson an easy one to learn.

It was a cute book for my son. He is going to second grade and I think the book kep his attention

and he understood the story well.

In this Franklin book it helps teach children how it feels to be 'left out' or if you are left out how sad

you can be. How important it is to include all your friends when you are doing stuff.

My son is 6 and enjoyed this book. We took turns reading it. He was able to sound out most words

with little help. He is on a 1st grade reading level.
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